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The chloroform anion in liquid methylcyclohexane (MCH) fragments during the time scale of geminate ion
recombination (143 Ke T e 193 K). Its lifetime can only be determined if the geminate ion kinetics can be
calculated. Thet-0.6 semiempirical law is used. Because CHCl3 quenches M+*, the precursor of the solvent
radical cation MCH+, much less effectively than N2O, the fragmentation of M+* to produce the
methylcyclohexene cation (MCHene+) has to be considered by theory. Thet-0.6 simulation therefore was
modified to include the two parallel reactions of the M+* decay, which are forming mixed ion pairs (MCHene+,
MCH+/X-). It is found that mixed pairs are still describable by thet-0.6 linearity, yet the mobility factorδ
(slope oft-0.6) is nowλ-dependent. Complete simulation of the ionic mechanism yields the following results:
(1) The fragmentation rate constant for CHCl3

- is k1(143 K) ) (3.6 ( 0.3) × 106 s-1 with Eact ) 4.6 ( 0.5
kJ/mol and logA) 8.2 ( 0.2. The lifetime of 280 ns is substantially larger than expected from gas phase
data. (2) By applying the known Gfi values to the free ion spectra at 143 K, 153 K, and 173 K, the absorption
coefficients of the CHCl3

- band were determined and a Lorentzian line shape fitted:λmax ) 470 nm,εmax )
1900( 30 M-1 s-1 and a width of hwhm) 28 ( 2 nm. (3) Assuming that the M+* fragmentation (kfrag) and
the natural relaxation to MCH+ (k0) are the same as in N2O-saturated MCH, the quenching rate constant at
143 K may be derived:k2(M+* + CHCl3 f MCH+) ) (7.7 ( 2.6) × 106 M-1 s-1. Quenching by CHCl3

therefore is about four times slower than by N2O; the yield of the olefinic cation (MCHene+) is strongly
increased relative to the MCH+ yield. Furthermore, the ratio quenching/fragmentation with chloroform as
solute is found to increase with temperature, suggesting that fragmentation at room temperature might have
much less importance.

I. Introduction

From pulse radiolysis experiments with a methylcyclohexane
(MCH) solution of chloroform CHCl3 at 143 K we assigned
several years ago a transient absorption band at 470 nm to the
anion of chloroform, CHCl3

-,1 (see Figure 1a). Its decay at late
times was compatible with geminate ion kinetics, as tested by
the semiempiricalt-0.6 kinetic law2 (see below). However, at
early times deviations from thet-0.6 linearity indicated that other
ionic processes, such as ion fragmentations, must interfere with
neat geminate ion kinetics.3

In the meanwhile we have published details of thet-0.6 kinetic
law, particularily to include overlapping ionic reactions,3-5 and
we were able to identify the solvent radical cation MCH+ and
its reaction with positive scavengers (e.g., norbornadiene).4 We
also detected the existence of a precursor to MCH+, called M+*,
some excited state of MCH+.5 With this knowledge of the ionic
mechanism in the solvent MCH it is now possible to understand
the details of the anion fragmentation occuring in MCH with
chloroform as electron scavenger. The results are given in this
paper.

The original t-0.6 kinetic law2 describes the probability of
survival of the geminately recombining ions relative to the free
ion yield:

The absorption may have contributions from both types of ions
(sum of both absorption coefficients). Any plot of the absorbance
A(t) againstt-0.6 should be linear. Its intercept IA fort ) ∞
(t-0.6 ) 0) corresponds to the absorbance of the free ion yield.
The slope divided by the intercept IA is calledR (or â, γ, etc.).
From this value, with the known Onsager radiusrc, an
experimental diffusion constant can be derived:Dexp ) D+ +
D-. Theoretical support for thet-0.6 rate law was recently given
by Barczak and Hummel.6 From the many semiempirical
theories to simulate the nonhomogeneous, geminate ion kinetics,
only thet-0.6 rate law is able to explain the experimental results
in methylcyclohexane.3,4

If geminate ions undergo a reaction, there is a changeover
from a primary to a secondary pair of geminate ions, with a
first order or pseudo first order rate constantk1.4,5 The primary
geminate ion kinetics is given by
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The secondary geminate ion kinetics is approximated by

The sum of primary and secondary ion absorbances then
simulates the experimental time profile

The application of thist-0.6 simulation to systems, where
geminate ion recombination kinetics is complicated by simul-
taneous ionic reactions, was critically discussed in recent papers
by Bühler.7,8 Because of its simplicity, it is a very powerful
tool to study geminate ion mechanisms.

In the previous paper on the precursor M+* 5, it was shown
that M+* not only relaxes or quenches to MCH+ but also
fragments to a cation of methylcyclohexene (MCHene+) to some

extent. Such parallel ionic reactions do yield mixed pairs of
secondary ions: (MCHene+/Anion-) and (MCH+/Anion-), in
this case with quite different mobilities. The consequences on
the kinetics so far have not yet been seen in experiments with
neat or N2O-saturated MCH.5 In the present paper with
chloroform as an electron scavenger (and also as quencher of
M+*), the t-0.6 kinetic theory clearly had to be extended to
include such mixed pairs of geminate ions.

II. Experimental
The technique of pulse radiolysis with a Febetron 705

accelerator (Physics International) for 30 ns pulses of 2 MeV
electrons has been used as reported.4,5 Experiments with
methylcyclohexane as solvent were performed in the temperature
range from 143 to 193 K in the liquid state. The stainless steel
cell had an optical path length of 2 cm. A typical dose was
between 50 and 150 Gy. Dosimetry was done by calorimetry.
The data treatment, kinetic analysis, and data simulation were
performed on a PDP 11/73 computer.

All of the experimental signals were corrected for the cell
window signal (quartz defects) as described in the previous
paper.4 The origin of shock waves in pulse radiolysis cells and
the method to minimize the effect have also previously been
discussed in detail.4,9 As the shock waves are correlated with
the speed of sound and are reflected back and forth in the cell,
the shock pattern can be identified as periodic signal during
earlier times but gets smeared out later on.

Chemicals.Methylcyclohexane (Fluka purum,>98% GC)
was passed through a column of aluminum oxide, dried over
molecular sieve A4, and then fractionated through a Fischer
“Spaltrohrkolonne” with about 30 theoretical plates. Chloroform
(Fluka puriss) was used as received.

III. Results
Pulse Radiolysis.Pulse radiolysis of a solution of CHCl3 in

MCH, studied at 143, 153, and 173 K, revealed the known
spectrum of the CHCl3

- anion (λmax ) 470 nm), as previously
assigned at 143 K (Figure 1a).1 About 10 µs later the
characteristic anion band has disappeared (Figure 1b). The weak
remaining absorption tends to indicate a wide absorption band
peaking between 500 and 600 nm, clearly seen for the spectra
at 173 K and 153 K. The late spectrum at 143 K is comparable
in shape to the late transient spectrum in a N2O-saturated MCH.4

Obviously the CHCl3
- anion disappears before the geminate

ion recombination has completed.
Initial Proposal. The initial proposal for the reaction mech-

anism is shown in Scheme 1, neglecting any fragmentation of
M+*.

As both anions are of diffusional mobility, the overall mobility
must be governed by the high mobility of the radical cation

Figure 1. Transient spectra in a solution of CHCl3 in MCH at 143 K
(0.3 M), 153 K (0.2 M), and 173 K (0.2 M); (a) early spectra at 200 ns
after pulse start; (b) late spectra for 143 K at 20µs, 153 K at 10µs,
and 173 K at 5µs after pulse. AbsorbanceA normalized to 100 Gy.
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MCH+ 4 and its precursor M+*,5 as previously determined from
N2O-saturated MCH:â1 ) â2 as reproduced in Table 1 (from
ref 4). Simulations with these data, however, were rather
unsatisfactory. The range oft-0.6 linearity was very small,
implying a long lifetime of CHCl3

-, longer than expected from
spectral judgement (Figure 1). The free ion intercept spectra,
IB1 and IB2, strongly increased with lower temperature, which
is against expectation (the free ion yield decreases with
temperature4). The free ion intercept spectrum IB2 still showed
a strong contribution from the CHCl3

- band. This contradicts
the expected reaction scheme.

Second Proposal.It was realized that a much widert-0.6

linearity range could be achieved if the mobility valuesâ1 )
â2 were allowed to be free parameters. They turned out to be
two to three times larger, corresponding to lower mobilities of
the ions. The free ion spectra became comparable with the one
found in N2O-saturated MCH.4,5 This is also true for the
expected temperature dependence. The higher values forâ1 )
â2 could possibly be explained by increased viscosity of the
concentrated solution of CHCl3 near or below the melting point
(some systems represented supercooled liquids). Yet the nearly
constantâ1 ) â2 values in theλ range of the CHCl3

- band (450
to 550 nm) did not yield satisfactory fits for the rest of the
spectrum, particularly forλ g 550 nm. A careful fitting by linear
regression revealed the necessity of aλ dependence of theâ1

) â2 values. These mobility values will now be calledδ(λ).
Conclusions.As mentioned in the previous paper,5 suchλ

dependences may be expected in systems with mixed pairs of
geminate ions, i.e., pairs in which one partner ion is made up
of two product ions (from two parallel reactions), possibly with
different mobilities. This is the case for all MCH solutions as
shown in Scheme 2.5 The relative yield from the two parallel

reactions is related to the quenching efficiency of the solute.
For the chloroform solutions the ratio of MCHene+/MCH+ is
close to one (see later), making the effect of theλ dependence
larger.

In order to understand the geminate kinetics with mixed pairs
of geminate ions, thet-0.6 simulation theory has to be modified.
Theory has to tell whether there is still a linearity witht-0.6 for
mixed pairs and whether theλ dependent mobility valuesδ(λ)
can be explained.

IV. Theory for Mixed Pairs of Geminate Ions

If one of the initial geminate ions (e.g., the cation A+) suffers
two parallel processes, such as a fragmentation withk′′1 to yield
C+ and simultaneous quenching (or relaxation) withk′1 to yield
B+, then the decay of the initial ion (A+) produces simulta-
neously two types of secondary cations (B+ and C+), possibly
with different mobilities. The decay rate of A+ is ktot ) k′1 + k′′1
as shown in Scheme 3.

The question arises whether the mixed pairs are still following
thet-0.6 kinetics, particularily if the mobilities of the two product
ions (DB+ andDC+) should differ. The mobility values of the
individual pairs are

It appears reasonable to assume that each of the secondary pairs
follows its own geminate kinetics withâ or γ. The overall
geminate kinetics is then split into parts, with contributions of
k′1/ktot andk′′1/ktot:

wheref ) conc (M)/G value (1/100 eV)) density (g cm-3) ×
dose (Gy)× 10-7 and l ) optical cell length (cm).

TABLE 1: Results from the t-0.6 Kinetic Simulation

MCH/N2O sat.4 MCH/CHCl3

tempK
â1 ) â2

a

µs0.6
Dexp/10-6

cm2 s-1
[CHCl3]

M
δmix (470 nm)b

µs0.6
â(MCH+/X-)c

µs0.6
γ(MCHexene+/X-)c

µs0.6
k1/106 d

s-1
ktot/106 e

s-1

143 3.05 1.73 0.3 9.7 3.0 15.7 3.6( 0.3 5.1( 0.4
153 2.05 3.05 0.2 4.0 2.0 6.2 4.6( 0.4 6.0( 0.5
163 1.50 4.52 0.2 2.3 f f 5.8( 0.5 f
173 1.14 6.45 0.2 1.6 0.64 2.8 7.0( 0.8 f
183 0.88 9.05 0.2 1.15 f f 8.0( 1.0 f
193 0.69 12.3 0.2 0.7 f f ∼10.0 f

a CalledR in ref 4. b δmix ) δ1 ) δ2,exp. c Derived from simulation ofδmix(λ) by usingkQ/kfrag from Table 2 andεi from Figure 8.d k1 for the anion
fragmentation CHCl3

- f Cl-. e ktot for the M+* decay () kQ + kfrag). f Too fast for detection or not measured.

SCHEME 2

SCHEME 3
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On this base, the total absorptionAtot due to the secondary
ions (B+, C+, and X-) corresponds to

Equations 6, 7, and 8 can be rewritten to yield the total
absorbance as a function oft-0.6

and an intercept of

This means that the mixed pair of geminate ions still follows
thet-0.6 kinetics. However, the mobility valueδ is λ dependent
because of the individual spectral contributions based on the
absorption coefficientsεB+, εC+, andε- and as long as the two
secondary pairs are not of the same mobility (â * γ). The
intercept ID still corresponds to the free ion yield, yet the
positive ion contribution is split into contributions from B+ and
C+, dependent on the yield ratiok′1/k′′. The application of the
eqs 9-11 to the experimental results from chloroform in MCH
in this paper is a clear support for this theory.

V. Discussion

The Mechanism.Ionization in a methylcyclohexane solution
of chloroform produces a solvent radical cation (in some excited
state) and a solvated electron. The latter is captured by CHCl3

faster than our time resolution. There is neither a CHCl3
-

buildup, nor a vanishing esolv
- spectrum detectable fort g 30

ns. The initial pair of geminate ions therefore is (M+*/CHCl3
-).

As M+* undergoes two parallel reactions (fragmentation and
quenching) it is followed by two consecutive mixed pairs, the
primary with CHCl3

- and the secondary with Cl-, due to the
anion fragmentation (Scheme 4).

The rate of M+* decay is ktot ) kfrag + kQ, the sum of
fragmentation and quenching by the solute CHCl3 (k2) and
quenching by the solvent or relaxation (k0).

The t-0.6 Plot. See the example in Figure 2 for 143 K. The
linearity with t-0.6 at low t-0.6 values (late times) represents
the geminate ion recombination of the secondary mixed pair
(MCHene+, MCH+/Cl-). At t-0.6 < 0.15 µs-0.6 (143 K), the
free ion recombination is responsible for deviations from line-
arity (not considered by thet-0.6 kinetic theory) and fort-0.6 J

0.95µs-0.6 the anion fragmentation, CHCl3
- f Cl-, is respon-

sible for the upward deviation from linearity (Figure 2a): The
point att-0.6 ≈ 1.0 µs-0.6 represents the “anchor point”8,10 and
defines the “end” of the anion fragmentation. It allows to deter-
mine the rate constantk1(CHCl3

- f Cl-) from experiments
within theλ range of the CHCl3

- absorption band, typically be-
tween 420 and 530 nm (compare with Figure 7). Forλ > 550

Figure 2. The t-0.6 plot of the rate curves in 0.3 M CHCl3 in MCH at
143 K. Simulation corresponds to Scheme 4. The asterisk (*) marks
systematic disturbances from shock waves (intensityλ dependent).A
) absorbance normalized at 100 Gy. (a) 475 nm: simulation of the
anion decayk1 and the linearities for the two mixed pairs of ions.δ2

and ID2 from the linearity in rangeA; k1 from the “anchor point”10 at
t-0.6 ≈ 0.95µs-0.6; δ1 ) δ2,exp (see text); finally ID1 from curve fitting
in the range B. For the downward deviation in range C see Figure 2b.
(b) 600 nm (no CHCl3

- absorption): simulation of the parallel decay
of M+* with ktot. δ2 and ID2 from the linearity in range D;ktot ) kQ +
kfrag from the anchor point10 at t-0.6 ≈ 1.2 µs-0.6; R (M+*/CHCl3

-) )
â(MCH+/CHCl3

-) (see text); and IA from curve fitting in range E.

Atot ) Asec,B+ Asec,C (8)

Atot ) ID[1 + δt-0.6] (9)

δ ) bâ + (1 - b)γ b ) [1 +
k′′1
k′1

(εC+ + ε
-)

(εB
+ + ε

-) ]-1

(10)

ID ) Gfilf [ε- +
k′1
ktot

εB+ +
k′′1
ktot

εC+] (11)

SCHEME 4
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nm, the anion fragmentation is not observable, as both anions
are not absorbing in this range. As seen at 600 nm (Figure 2b),
the late linearity is valid up tot-0.6 ≈ 1.2µs-0.6 with a deviation
downwards. This is the anchor point for the decay of the
precursor M+*, defining the rate constantktot ) kfrag + kQ. The
same deviation is seen within the CHCl3

- absorption band
(Figure 2a). As it overlaps with the anion fragmentation, the
determination ofktot is rather difficult in thisλ range.

The First Step of Simulation. The simulation starts at the
late end of geminate kinetics (smallt-0.6 values).8 As we now
know that the mobility valueδ2 is allowed to beλ dependent
for mixed pairs, the linearity fitting becomes very satisfactory
for the completeλ range. The experimental results forδ2 are
shown in Figure 3 for the temperatures 143, 153, and 173 K,
and Figure 4 presents the corresponding intercept spectra ID2.
As the Cl- anion is not absorbing in the completeλ range (from
350 to 750 nm), ID2 represents the sum of the MCH+ band
(λmax ) 570 nm) and the MCHene+ band (λmax ) 450 nm),5

each with a fraction of the free ion yield, defined by the ratio
of kQ/kfrag. From Figure 4 it is obvious that this ratio increases
with temperature, i.e., increased MCH+ yield with reduced
MCHene+ yield and an overall Gfi increase.4

The Second Step of Simulation.The aim is to determine
the anchor point for the anion fragmentation (the end point of
the CHCl3

- decay10) and to search forδ1 and ID1. As the
mobilities of Cl- and CHCl3

- are expected to be very similar
and small relative to the high mobility of MCH+, it is expected
that δ1 ≈ δ2. For λ within the CHCl3

- band it is now possible
to derive k1(CHCl3

- f Cl-) (Table 1) and ID1 with a few
iterative cycles.

The fragmentation rate constantsk1 at 143, 153, and 173 K
were derived by averaging the results for allλ within the
CHCl3

- absorption band. The rate constantsk1 for other tem-
peratures were determined atλmax only (Table 1). An Arrhenius
plot (Figure 5) yieldsEact ) 4.6 ( 0.5 kJ/mol and a very low
pre-exponential factor of logA ) 8.2 ( 0.2.

ID1 differs from ID2 by the CHCl3
- absorption (free ion

yield). The details for the system at 153 K are shown in Figure

6. As the free ion yields are known (assumed linearity between
Gfi(143 K) ) 0.06 (100 eV-1) and Gfi(293 K) ) 0.12 (100
eV-1)10) the experimental spectrumεCHCl3

-(λ) is determined
quantitatively for the three temperatures 143, 153, and 173 K
as shown in Figure 7. Simulation by a Lorentzian line shape5

givesλmax ) 470 nm,εmax ) 1900( 30 M-1 cm-1 (statistical
error only) and a half width at half maximum (hwhm) of 28(
2 nm.

The Final Step of Simulation. The last step of rate curve
simulation coverst-0.6 J 1.2 µs-0.6, the downward deviation.
The lower limit corresponds to the anchor point for the M+*
decay, andktot ) kfrag + kQ is derived from rate curves atλ >
550 nm, where there is no interference from the CHCl3

-

absorption. For a good value ofktot, however,R and IA must
also be known. We expectR(M+*/CHCl3

-) to correspond toâ-
(MCH+/CHCl3

-), the mobility of M+* and MCH+ assumed to
be identical.5 Eventually â will be derived fromδ1 for the
primary mixed pair of ions (MCHene+, MCH+/CHCl3

-) (see
later). For the time being,â(MCH+/CHCl3

-) is set equal toâ-
(MCH+/N2O-) ) 3.05 µs0.6 at 143 K or 2.05 at 153 K4 for

Figure 3. Theλ dependence of the mobility valueδ2(λ) for the mixed
pair of ions (MCHene+, MCH+/Cl-) as measured in MCH solutions
of CHCl3 at 143, 153, and 173 K. The theoretical curves are based on
eqs 9-11.â(MCH+/Cl-) andγ(MCHene+/Cl-) are fitting parameters.
Their optimized values are given in Table 1.δ1(MCHene+, MCH+/
CHCl3

-) ≈ δ2 (see text).

Figure 4. The free ion intercept spectra ID2 at 143, 153, and 173 K
for the secondary mixed pairs of ions (MCHene+, MCH+/Cl-). See
Scheme 4. There are contributions from MCHene+ (λmax ) 450 nm)
and MCH+ (λmax ) 570 nm).

Figure 5. Arrhenius plot for the rate constantk1 of the CHCl3
-

fragmentation.
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N2O-saturated MCH. This allows to simulate the earliest part
of the experimental rate curve (fort-0.6 > 1.3 µs-0.6 andλ g
550 nm); see Figure 2b.

The decay rate for M+* is ktot(143 K) ) (5.1 ( 0.4) × 106

s-1 andktot(153 K) ) (6.0 ( 0.5) × 106 s-1 (Table 1). At 143
K the valuektot (CHCl3 as solute) may be compared withktot )
6.1× 106 s-1 (N2O as solute).5 This indicates that CHCl3 must
be less effective in quenching than N2O.

The free ion intercept IA, available forλ g 550 nm, should
represent M+* as CHCl3

- is not contributing in thisλ range.
The result is comparable with the known M+* spectrum,5 though
the absolute values are larger.

Simulation of δ(λ). From the experimental mobility values
δ(λ) for the mixed pairs (MCHene+, MCH+/X-) (Figure 3) and
their theoretical prediction in eq 10, it is possible to derive the
individual mobility valuesâ(MCH+/X-) andγ(MCHene+/X-).
The required absorption coefficientsε(MCHexene+),5 ε-
(MCH+),5 andε(CHCl3

-) are available and shown in Figure 7.
Furthermore,ε(Cl-) ) 0 for the presentλ range. The ratiok′1/
k′′1 in eq 10 is nowkQ/kfrag. It may be derived from the
experimental valuektot() kQ + kfrag) andkfrag found in the system
with N2O-saturated MCH5 (see Table 2). The latter is only
known for 143 K. The value for 153 K was extrapolated from
assumed temperature dependence. The resultingkQ/kfrag ratios
are 1.05 at 143 K and 1.2 at 153 K. For 173 K (noktot

experimentally available),kQ/kfrag is estimated to be∼1.6 on
the base of the experimental free ion yield ID2 (Figure 4).

The factorb with which â(MCH+/X-) is contributing to the
δ value may now be calculated (see eq 10). Depending on X-

) CHCl3
- or X- ) Cl- (primary or secondary mixed pairs,δ1

or δ2) the factorb differs, because of the differentε- values.
Figure 8 displays the factor for (1- b), the contribution of the
slow pair,γ(MCHene+/X-), for the two mixed pairs at the three

Figure 6. The free ion intercept spectra ID1 (MCHene+ + MCH+ +
CHCl3

-) and ID2 (MCHene+ + MCH+) from 0.2 M CHCl3 in MCH at
153 K. The difference∆ID ) ID1 - ID2 represents the free ion yield
of CHCl3

-.

Figure 7. The absorption coefficientsεi for MCH+ and MCHene+ 5

correspond to the Lorentzian lines with the following parameters: for
MCH+ f λmax ) 570 nm,εmax ) 1910 M-1 cm-1 and hwhm) 300
nm; for MCHene+ f λmax ) 450 nm,εmax ) 2260 M-1 cm-1 and hwhm
) 90 nm. For the chloroform anion, CHCl3

-, the spectrum is derived
from the ID differences at 143, 153, and 173 K (see example in Figure
6), using the known free ion yieldGfi.4 The line represents the
Lorentzian band fitted to the experimental points of all temperatures
(λmax ) 470 nm,εmax ) 1900( 30 M-1 cm-1 and hwhm) 28 ( 2
nm). These spectra serve as the base for the simulation ofδ(λ) with
eqs 9-11.

TABLE 2: Results Derived from the M+* Decay Rate (ktot)

% yield

temp K solute ktot/106 s-1 kfrag/106 s-1 kQ/kfrag MCHexene+ MCH+ k0/106 s-1 k2/106 M-1 s-1

143 0.118 M N2Oc 6.1( 0.3 2.5( 0.5 1.70( 0.23 37( 3 63( 3 0.32( 0.16 30( 5
143 0.3 M CHCl3 5.1( 0.4 2.5( 0.5c 1.05( 0.2 49( 5 51( 5 0.30( 0.15c 7.7( 2.6
153 0.2 M CHCl3 6.0( 0.5 ∼2.7a 1.22( 0.2 45( 5 55( 5 0.4( 0.2a 14.5( 3.0
173 0.2 M CHCl3 ∼1.6b ∼38 ∼62

a Extrapolated.b Estimated from ID2 spectra (Figure 4).c Ref 5.

Figure 8. The fraction (1- b) of eq 10 with which the slow mobility
pair γ(MCHene+/X-) is contributing to the mobility valueδ of the
mixed pairs of ions. For each of the temperatures 143, 153, and 173 K
the factor (1- b) was calculated for the two anions in the primary and
secondary mixed pair: the points are used forε- ) ε(CHCl3

-) and the
lines for ε- ) ε(Cl-) ) 0.
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temperatures 143, 153, and 173 K. The contributions (1- b)
with CHCl3

- or Cl- for a single temperature differ very little. It
is support for the earlier made assumption, thatδ1 ≈ δ2.

The two mobility valuesâ(MCH+/X-) andγ(MCHene+/X-)
are now the only parameters for curve fitting toδ(λ). The results
are visualized in Figure 3 and theâ andγ values at the three
temperatures, 143, 153, and 173 K are given in Table 1. Theâ
values turn out to be the same, within error limits, as in the
N2O-saturated MCH at the same temperature. This is support
for our initial assumption forR (see above). At 173 K theâ
value is smaller than in the N2O-saturated system. It is unlikely
that MCH+ moves faster in the presence of CHCl3. The
discrepancy is rather related to the fact that the data at 173 K
are the least accurate.

Quenching of M+*. From the rate dataktot, kfrag, andk0 (Table
2) it is possible to derive the quenching rate constantk2(M+*
+ CHCl3), also given in Table 2. At 143 K, quenching by CHCl3

is about four times slower than quenching by N2O.5 The ratio
of quenching to fragmentation (kQ/kfrag) for M+* is found to
increase with temperature (Table 2). This suggests that frag-
mentation at room temperature might have much less impor-
tance, as it is strongly suppressed by the quenching with CHCl3.

Lifetime. The lifetime of CHCl3
- with 280 ns is substan-

tially larger than expected from gas phase data.12 However, from
a mechanistic point of view it was concluded a long time ago
that CHCl3

- should live “long compared to the neutralization
process”.13

Comparison with Other Chlorocarbon Anions. Many
chlorocarbons have anions with similar characteristics, as found
for CHCl3

-. In neat, liquid Freon-113 (CFCl2CF2Cl) at 239 K14

the anion absorption peaks atλmax ) 440 nm with a band width
of hwhm≈ 60 nm. The anion lifetime was judged to be “longer
than µs”. This corresponds to the many long lived anions of
fluorocompounds.15 For dichloromethane (CH2Cl2),16 chlo-
romethane (CH3Cl),17 and tert-butylchloride (t-BuCl)18 in MCH,
the anion bands peak again in the range from 440 to 460 nm.
The band widths, at first sight, appear wide as for CHCl3

- in
Figure 1, yet after correction for the solvent cations (MCH+

and MCHene+) it is expected that they are also narrow. For
CCl4 Klassen et al.19 reported about a CCl4

- transient absorp-
tion (λmax ) 370 nm) in a 3-methylpentane glass at 75 to 123
K, with a small band width (hwhm≈ 28 nm), very similar to
the one derived for CHCl3

- (Figure 7). The absorption coef-
ficient (ε(CCl)max4

- ) 1.1× 104 M-1 cm-1), however, is nearly
60 times larger. The comparison of CCl4

- with CHCl3
- is

hampered by the fact that CCl4
- only exists in solid matrixes

(and clusters). The transition in CCl4
- most likely is due to a

strong caging effect in the matrix. It is not characteristic for
the molecular anion. Contrary to this, CHCl3

- only suffers a
weak solvent effect.

VI. Conclusion

It has been possible to simulate the complete reaction
mechanism of the geminate ion processes in methylcyclohexane
with chloroform as solute. It includes parallel decay reactions
of the cation to produce mixed pairs of geminate ions with
MCHene+ and MCH+ and a simultaneous fragmentation of the
primary anion CHCl3

-. The fragmentation rate of CHCl3
- is

accessible, because it is slower than the M+* decay, but still
within the time range of the geminate ion recombination.

The results clearly confirm the fact that the initial cation M+*
suffers fragmentation and quenching in parallel, quenching being
dependent on the solute and its concentration. Because of the
occurence of mixed pairs of geminate ions, the solvent MCH
suffers some kinetic complications. On the other hand it
presently represents the best known solvent for geminate ion
kinetics.

The t-0.6 kinetic law clearly allows to describe this compli-
cated ionic mechanism rather well. It remains a powerful tool
to handle geminate ion kinetics.
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